
Patents and other tools for the 
protection of intellectual property
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The economic value of an innovation lies in the innovative idea,

i.e. in the pure knowledge embedded in the innovation itself.

This causes the so-called «information paradox»: a pure

information can gain an economic value only if it is revealed, but

in the exact moment when it is revealed everybody can use it with

no costs, therefore it looses economic value.

This hinders the investors in its attempt to give an economic

value to his idea, discouraging therefore an investment in

innovation.

The innovative process output can in this case be considered a

public good (non-excludability and non rivalness).
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The public nature of information depends however from the innovation

features.

If the innovation mainly embeds tacit, non codified, non visible and

complex knowledge, it is not a public good anymore. It is in fact much

more easily appropriable by the inventor, and more difficult to transfer.

Furthermore it is easier to protect from imitation process innovations,

rather than product innovation, because they are less visible. In these cases

it is less strategic to use intellectual property protection tools.

When, instead, innovation is mainly linked to pure and codified knowledge,

the firm is forced to invest huge resources in the attempt to protect the

innovation value or to give up with the innovative activity. Consequently,

the society as a whole might be in a situation of shortage of new

technologies, products or process that might improve the collective

welfare. For these cases it is possible to use property rights protection

tools.
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The innovator can protect himself by means of different tools:

◦ Strategic appropriation mechanisms: industrial secrecy, lead

time reduction, control over complementary assets;

◦ Public intervention to stimulate innovation: research funding,

public research, public procurement, and so on.

◦ Intellectual property protection tools (patents, copyright,

brand, etc.). Their aim is to avoid innovation market failures

due to its nature of public good. Given that such tools require

a complete description of the intellectual activity results, they

should also allow the maximum diffusion of the innovative

process.
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The protection tool changes according to what you have to protect:

 Technological content: patents.

 Creative or aesthetic content: for example a book, a song, a
picture, etc. … In this case the innovation is protected by
copyright (it enters into force automatically, no need for formal
requests). It lasts up to 70 years after the author’s death. It is
however possible to register it formally, having in this way a
public document testifying the copyright existence.

 Technological content with a relevant creative component:

 Utility models: for innovation increasing the efficacy or the use
comfort of a product. Duration: 10 years from deposit date, not
renewable.

 Designs/models: particular shapes or colours of a product
where the creative component prevails. Duration: 5 years,
renewable up to 25.
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In order to be registered trademarks have to be distinctive, reproducible and legal.
They cannot be commonly used marks, similar to already existing trademarks or
able to create confusion at consumers’ eyes. It is possible to protect words,
graphics, images, letters, sounds, numbers, colours or shapes.

The protection lasts for 10 years, but it can be renewed an unlimited number of
times.
It is also possible for a company to acquire the exclusive right to use the
trademark simply by using it, whether the trademark is registered or not (so-called
unregistered trademark or de facto trademark), but with lesser juridical protection.
The holder can prevent third parties from registering a trademark only if, through
continuity of use, the trademark has attained a sufficiently widespread fame
throughout the national territory.
If, however, the unregistered trademark only enjoys a local fame, others can
register it, while those who have used the unregistered trademark will be able to
continue to use it, notwithstanding the registration obtained by others, within the
limits allowed by pre-use, i.e. locally.
Trademarks known abroad, if their fame has extended to Italy, preclude the
registration of the trademark in Italy on the part of third parties.
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A trademark may lose its distinctive character when it becomes the
common name for the products or services which it is intended to
identify.

Advantage: it implies a superiority over competitors.

Disadvantage: the registered trademark owner may be forced to give
up the exclusive use rights. In that case he cannot prevent others
from the trademark use. Furthermore, there can be positive spillover
effects over competitors (ex. if a consumer asks for a scotch roll,
probably the seller will not give him the 3M one).
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Coca-Cola®

Apple® iPod®

DNA sequencing

Harry Potter

Instant camera



The granting of a patents confers to the inventor a property right over
the knowledge embodied in the invention. He can exploit, licence or sell
it. In exchange for this exclusive right, the inventor have to disclose all
the technical characteristics of the invention.

In the US the patent is granted to the person able to prove to be the first
who had the innovative idea, in the rest of the world to who applies first.

The duration is 20 years and after this period everybody can reproduce
the invention. The patent lapses if the fees are not paid in time or if it has
not been sufficiently exploited in the two years after the granting.

Protection is limited in space (national boundaries or extra-national ones
if the patent is granted by international bodies). The owner can prevent
others from producing or selling the invention in the territories where the
patent is valid.

As regards the width of the protected rights (a) process patents protect
the process and only the products obtained by using that specific
process, (b) with product patents, the product is protected regardless of
the process used to produce it.
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To be patented, an invention has to meet the following criteria:

◦ newness: the invention must not have been previously

used, published or demonstrated in public (objective

requirement)

◦ Non-obviousness: the invention should not represent a

trivial modification of something already known to

reasonably informed specialists of the field (subjective

requirement)

◦ Commercial application: the invention has to have a

practical application and it must be possible to reproduce

it indefinitely

◦ Legality: The invention has to comply with the law.
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1. Mental processes;

2. Scientific discoveries;

3. Artistic creations;

4. Info presentations;

5. Surgical or therapeutic methods (for a higher collective

interest);

6. Diagnostic methods for humans and animals;

7. Races and essentially biologic processes to obtain them.

8. Inventions contrary to the law, to the moral, to the “public

order”
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The patent has a national validity. It is therefore necessary to choose the
countries where to apply, according to the places considered more strategic
for the invention protection.

In order to obtain a patent in Italy, the procedure is the following:

1) The demand, including all technical details, is submitted to the Patent
Office.

2) In that moment, the European Patent Office starts the anteriority search
(free since 2007), which must conclude within 9 months from the
submission.

3) All countries guarantee a 12 months period from the submission to
extend the priority right to other countries with a back date.

4) After these first 12 months, the applicant still has 6 more months to
extend the priority right to other countries, but without back date right
and only if the invention has been kept secret in the meanwhile.

5) After 18 months from submission, the patent office publishes the patent
and it is not possible to extend the submission to other countries. The
office also starts to examine the application, to verify that it meets the
criteria and to decide whether to accept or to refuse the patent request.
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5) The final decision is usually taken after about 2-3 years from
submission, and once it is communicated to the inventor, he has 2
months to possibly adjust the rejected demand.

6) Between the filing of the demand and its publication, the use of the
invention by others is not illegal. The use becomes illegal after the
publication.
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According to the prior use right, those having used an invention in
their own firm in the 12 months before the demand filing made by
someone else, may continue to use it within the limits of the prior
use (to be proved by the prior user).

It is possible to transfer such right only together with the firm in
which the invention is used.

In other words, this protects those who have used a technical
solution in their own firm (keeping it secret) that has then been
patented by someone else.
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The European Patent Convention (EPC), or Munich Convention, signed in 1973 and
effective since 1977 rules the granting of European patents.
It does not create a single patent system for all of Europe, but only a single granting
system.
The European patent is granted by the European Patent Office and it allows to obtain
the patent in more European countries (designated in the application) with only one
procedure.
The application (in English, French or German) has to be submitted to the European
Patent Office in Munich, Berlin or the Hague, or to a national office. After the
anteriority search there is the merit exam, that has to be requested by the inventor
(also paying a tax), otherwise the application is considered invalid.
Within three months from granting, the procedure has to be concluded in each of the
selected countries (or less), by submitting to the national offices the patent
translated in the national language.

For patent infringements, one has to apply to the judicial system of each country
where the infringements take place.

There is still no Community patent belonging to the Community legal order.



European Union

28 members

European Patent Organisation

38 members + 2 extension states



The PCT was concluded in 1970, amended in 1979, and modified in 1984 

and 2001 (more than 140 countries included).

It is not a world patent. It provides applicant with an option to file 

national or regional applications for patents and utility models in the 

designated countries in the PCT application or at the European Patent 

Office. 

After filing, the international application is subjected to an "international 

anteriority search”. At the same time, a written opinion on patentability is 

prepared. After a few months they are both communicated to the 

applicant, who can then decide to withdraw the application or to continue 

with the single national procedures. 
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The PCT procedure

Source: WIPO



 the applicant can postpone the decision on the geographical 

extension of the patent protection (and the associated costs) for  up 

to 30 months from the priority date;

 It the application follows the PCT form, it cannot be rejected for 

formal reasons in national patent offices of adhering countries;

 before filing a high number of national applications, the applicant 

will be provided with a written opinion on the novelty, inventive step 

and industrial applicability of the invention; 

 during the preliminary examination it is possible for the inventor to 

interact with the examiner in order to amend the application;

 the invention is highlighted at world level;

 costs are relatively low because with only one filing the anteriority 

search is made over more than 100 countries, and English is enough. 
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Source: WIPO

PCT adhering countries (2020)
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Pros Cons
 Patents solve the information 

paradox and encourage 
innovative activity

 By forcing the applicant to 
disclose all the technical details, 
efforts duplications and resource 
wastes are avoided. Inventing 
around is also possible

 Innovation becomes  tradable 
(markets for technology)

 Patents create a (temporary) 
monopoly that might discourage 
the owner’s innovative activity

 Patents are possible only for 
selected industries, and this could 
cause distortions in the allocation 
of resources to the innovation 
activity, favouring sectors for 
which patenting is feasible

 Patents might protect innovation 
at the wrong stage in the process 
(at the end instead of the 
beginning)

 Patenting might discourage 
complex innovations requiring the 
exploiting of more than one 
patent for following innovations 
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 Information paradox

 Intellectual property rights

 Trademarks

 Patents
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- Chapter 17: 17.4, 17.5 (excl. 17,6) Lipczynski et al., 2013


